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ABSTRACT
For the purposes of inferring social behavior in crowded con-
ditions, three concepts have been explored: 1) the GE Sher-
lock system which makes use of computer vision algorithms
for the purposes of the opportunistic capture of various of so-
cial cues, 2) a one shot learning paradigm where behaviors
can be identified based on as few as a single example and 3) an
agent based approach to inference where generative models
become the basis for social behavior recognition. The Sher-
lock system makes use of tracking, facial analysis, gaze esti-
mation and upper body motion analysis. The one-shot learn-
ing paradigm makes use of semantically meaningful affects
as descriptors. The agent based inference methods allows for
the incorporation of cognitive models as a basis for inference.

Index Terms— Tracking, Expression, Agent, Inference,
Learning, Crowds

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a variety of methods that have been de-
veloped for the purposes of understanding crowd level be-
haviors using stand-off video analytics methods. Three main
topics are considered: 1) the GE Sherlock System: a com-
prehensive approach to capturing and analyzing non-verbal
cues of persons in crowd/group level interactions, 2) One Shot
Learning: a new approach to crowd level behavior recognition
based on the concept that a new behavior can be recognized
with as little as a single example and 3) Agent Based Infer-
ence: a novel approach to the analysis of individual cognitive
states of persons interacting in a group or crowd level context.
The paper starts with a description of the GE Sherlock sys-
tem which encompasses methods such as person tracking in
crowds, dynamic PTZ camera control, facial analytics from
a distance such as gaze estimation and expression recogni-
tion, upper body affective pose analysis and the inference of
social states such as rapport and hostility. The paper then
discusses how cues derived from the Sherlock system can be
used to construct semantically meaningful behavior descrip-
tors or affects allowing for signature matching between be-
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haviors which can be viewed as a form of one shot learning.
Going beyond affects based on direct observation, we argue
that more meaningful affects can be constructed via the infer-
ence of the cognitive states of each individual. To this end we
introduce the Agent Based Inference framework.

2. SHERLOCK

The GE Sherlock system is based on the hypothesis that by
jointly considering a wide variety of visual cues such as fa-
cial expression, gaze direction, body posture and motion, it
is possible to estimate complex group level social states in
a completely automated fashion. It is argued that social in-
teraction analysis can be cast as a latent variable inference
problem. The system operates over multiple individuals func-
tioning freely in unconstrained environments with no person
borne instrumentation.

A real time stand-off end-to-end social interaction analy-
sis system has been instantiated. Individuals can move freely
while being tracked by a set of fixed RGB+D cameras, which
produce estimates of location and articulated body motion. A
ring of PTZ cameras are tasked based on such tracking re-
sults to capture high resolution facial imagery. Facial land-
mark fitting and tracking is performed so as to extract facial
expressions and gaze directions. The real-time social interac-
tion system distills the stream of person specific cues into a set
of site-level aggregate statistics which are independent of the
configuration and number of observed individuals. Such mea-
sures include: emotional affect, (derived from observed facial
expressions), proximity (derived from tracked positions), ac-
tivity/motion (derived from body motions) and engagement
(derived from position and gaze direction). The system con-
tinuously produces these statistics resulting in a time-series
representation. Sets of graphical models operate over these
measures resulting in a continuous estimate of various group-
level social states such as rapport and hostility.

In terms of system architecture, a modular design was
instantiated where by each component consumes necessary
inputs such as raw video feeds and meta-data generated by
other modules and in turn each module produces meta-data
that is inserted into a message-passing publish and subscribe
architecture. Using multiple computing platforms, a real time
system which includes: multi-camera tracking, PTZ control,
facial analysis, data-consolidation and social-state inference



has been constructed. This type of modular design allows for
the incorporation of multiple third party capabilities into this
system of systems computer vision architecture. The follow-
ing are a set of brief technical descriptions of the core video
analytic modules.

Tracking: A detect-and-track paradigm is used to esti-
mate the location and trajectory of each subject that are lo-
cated in a specified region of interest. Multiple RGB(D) cam-
eras are initially calibrated with respect to a world coordi-
nate system. Imagery from each camera is used to indepen-
dently produce a set of person detections and associated ap-
pearance signatures. These detections are then matched to
existing trackers. Detections that are not associated with an
existing tracker can be used to initialize a new tracker. Track-
ers that persistently fail to be associated with new detections
are terminated.

Articulated Motion Analysis: In addition to tracking,
the RGB(D) camera imagery are used to extract motion cues
known as ”space-time-corners”. These cues are associated
with a spacial histogram defined based on the measured loca-
tion and height of each subject. These spatial/frequency dis-
tributions are used as a representation of articulated motion
body based on RGB imagery captured with the PTZ cameras.

PTZ Camera Control: The location of each PTZ camera
is initially measured with respect to the world coordinate sys-
tem. A calibration procedure is used to map pan (P), tilt (T)
and zoom (Z) values to (X,Y,Z) coordinates in the world coor-
dinate system such that if a face is located at (X,Y,Z) then the
resulting imagery from the PTZ camera will allow for various
forms of facial analysis. The tracking system produces the
location of each person in ground plane coordinates (X,Y).
The Z value is determined based on an estimate of subject
height. An optimization algorithm is used to automatically
assign PTZ cameras to tracked subjects.

Facial Analysis: Given high resolution imagery produced
by the PTZ cameras, the following steps are taken: i) face de-
tectors are used to produce a bounding box of the subject’s
face, ii) eye detectors are used to locate the subject’s eyes,
iii) if both eyes are detected, a facial landmark model is fitted
to the subject’s face, iv) an estimate of the vertical and hori-
zontal gaze directions are computed based on the shape of the
fitted landmark model, v) an estimate of the horizontal eyeball
location is computed allowing for detection of events such as
an ”averted gaze”, vi) the fitted landmark model is used to
synthesize a frontal view of the subject’s face, vii) gross fa-
cial expression models are used to estimate a set of common
facial expressions.

Inference: Given a stream of meta-data associated with
each subject (location, articulated motion, gaze direction, fa-
cial expression) a set of aggregate social signals are produced.
For the purposes of inferring group level social concepts such
as rapport and hostility, graphical models are used to reason
over the aggregate social signals resulting in real-time esti-
mates of the probability distribution associated with each so-

cial concept.

3. ONE SHOT LEARNING

Given a single observation of an instance of a query behav-
ior (such as group formation), the recognition system must
be able to classify any subsequent observations as either be-
ing another example of this class or not. From a recognition
perspective this is similar to the problem of face recognition
where at any time the system is given two faces, the system
must then decide whether or not the two face images orig-
inated from the same or different individual(s). Similarly a
one shot behavior recognition system must take any pair of
observed behaviors and determine whether or not the two be-
haviors are the same or not.

Approach: we start by defining the following terms:

• Behaviors: are sequences of events that are performed
by people.

• Video Analytic Streams: data that is generated by base
video analytics such as the location, gaze direction, ex-
pression and motion field of each person (we use the
previously described GE Sherlock system).

• Signal Generators: various interpretations of the data
such as the observation of events as well as measured
quantities (these are hand crafted). Can be viewed as a
single variable time series between 0 and 1.

• Affects: these are semantically meaningful descriptors
of behaviors; a signal generator must be able to produce
a single affect score between 0 and 1.

• Signatures: these are structures used to characterize a
behavior. They encode the observed affects. We also
consider the time at which each affect was observed
with the idea that the sequence of affects may be im-
portant.

A signal generator is a module that a) will consume a
video analytic stream, b) must analyze this stream so as to
produce a time series with values ranging from 0 to 1, c) at
the completion of each behavior must be able to produce an
affect score between 0 and 1 and d) must have a set of param-
eters that define the behavior of this module. By allowing for
a parametric representation for each signal generator, a user
can instantiate a particular variant of a given signal genera-
tor. Conversely, multiple variants of a signal generator can
be produced by considering various permutations of the sig-
nal generator parameters. A signal generator bank maintains
the set of signal generators that will be used to characterize a
given behavior.

Once a behavior has been processed by a signal generator
bank, the signature is constructed that allows for the descrip-
tion of a given behavior. At this time, such a signature is sim-
ply the affect scores generated by each signature generator.



Matching between a pair of signatures is achieved by consid-
ering a weighting of affect differences. The determination of
affect weights is achieved via an optimization process.

Experiments involved the collection of 13 behavior pairs
and the instantiation of an initial set of 18 signal generators.
Pairwise match scores were calculated using the following
distance scores:

d(bk, bj) =
n∑

i=0

wi||sgi(bk) − sgi(bj)|| (1)

Where d is a distance measure, b is an observed behavior,
sg is the affect score for a given signal generator, n is the
number of signal generators and w is a weight associated with
each signal generator. Matching results were computed for
both a uniform weighting function as well as an optimized
weighting function - see Figure 1.

Fig. 1. A Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) curve
for the one shot learning experiments. The y axis defines
the number of true matches that receive a rank of x or bet-
ter. Blue curve: performance that would be expected using
chance alone. Red Curve: performance observed using a uni-
form weighting function (all signal generators contributing
equally). Green: performance observed using an optimized
weighting function.

4. AGENT BASED INFERENCE

Video analytics allows for the direct observation of cues such
as position, affective pose, gaze direction, expression and ges-
ture. These measurements can be used to characterize the
physical states of individuals participating in group level be-
haviors. However, such individuals must be seen as cognitive
agents that are in possession of a subjective form of inter-
nal experience. Models for these internal experiences may
include concepts such as: emotions, intentions, goals, plans,
expectations and representations of other individuals (theory
of mind).

With this concept in mind each individual can be viewed
as an agent where: 1) each agent has a physical state that is

observable and a latent internal state that is not open to direct
observation, 2) the internal state drives the physical state, 3)
future internal states are based on the current internal state
as well as observations of the physical state of individuals
interacting with the agent. These relationships are depicted in
Figure 2.

Fig. 2. This figure depicts three interacting agents, each with
their own internal and physical states. The physical state of
each agent is driven by the internal state. The internal states
evolve as a function of their current internal states as well
as the observations of the physical states of other interacting
agents.

As previously described, the affects used for character-
izing group level behaviors have to date been based on di-
rect observations of the physical states of each individual. If,
based on such observations, estimates of the internals states
of each agent can be made; we argue that a much richer set
of affects can be derived. However, due to the non-linear and
stochastic nature of these processes, it will not be possible to
compute such latent variables via direct inversion of the ob-
servations. We now consider inference strategies based on the
ability to model and hence simulate agent based behavior.

Given a sequence of observed physical states of a group
of interacting individuals, the task at hand is to infer the cor-
responding sequence of latent internal states. If the latent and
observable states can be characterized by a set of symbols,
then an equivalent task is the computation of the full sequence
of interlaced latent and observed symbols given the observed
symbol sequence. By modeling the mechanisms associated
with the internal states, agent based simulators can be used
to synthesize complete latent/observable behavior sequences.
A potentially infinite set of such synthetic sequences can then
be produced via random sampling methods. It can be argued
that agent based simulation allows for two types of inference
strategies: ”Hypothesis and Test” and ”Recognition via Ma-
chine Learning”.

The hypothesize and test approach is based on the idea



of 1) synthesizing a large number of possible behavior se-
quences, 2) developing a similarity measure that can com-
pare any two sequences based on physical symbols alone,
and 3) estimating the latent symbols of the query sequence
based on the latent symbols of the most similar synthetic la-
tent sequence. As previously stated the cardinality of the
possible synthetic sequence set is potentially infinite and so
nave approaches such as approximate nearest neighbors are
not tractable. We thus consider the use of Multiple Hypothe-
ses Tracking (MHT) as an appropriate method for this form
of inference. In particular we propose the use of a particle
filtering framework.

Particle filtering is an iterative process which attempts to
estimate the temporal evolution of a set of latent state vari-
ables given an observation sequence. At time 0 an initial set
of particles are randomly instantiated. Each particle consists
of an estimate of the initial latent variable values and a pre-
diction of the associated observable variables. The likelihood
of each particle can be computed based on the similarity of
the predicted and observed physical states. Sampling methods
are then used to nominate particles for propagation to the next
iteration based on these likelihood measures. Particle propa-
gation is based on stochastic sampling. In this way particles
that are able to track the observation sequence are allowed to
persist. Particles that fail to predict the observed behavior are
subsequently culled. The output of this process is thus the
most likely interpretations of the query sequence.

Like all forms of Multiple Hypothesis Tracking, Particle
Filtering is a form of search that is reliant on accurate mod-
eling of system dynamics. As the complexity of the internal
experience models increases, so too does the fear of being
trapped by local minima in the search space. We thus argue
that instead of propagation via random sampling, we consider
the use of recognition methods as a mechanism for guiding
the evolution of the particle filters. To this end we propose
the use of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs).

Originally developed for natural language processing
(NLP), RNNs can be viewed as a form of symbolic sequence
recognition. For the purposes of illustration, consider the
entire works of William Shakespeare. Each word can be
represented by a unique symbol. Each sentence can then be
viewed as a symbolic sequence. The corpus of Shakespearean
plays thus becomes training data. Once an RNN has been
trained, it can be given an initial seed sequence with as few
as a single symbol. The RNN will then produce a probability
distribution for the next element in the sequence. Sampling
methods can then be used to select the next element. This
process can be repeated multiple times resulting in the syn-
thesis of complete sequence that will appear to resemble the
properties of the training data. For example, given an initial
seed of ”The dog”, a Shakespearian RNN might produce the
following sentence: ”The Dog cometh from yonder castle”.
We propose the following:

1. Agent based simulators be used to construct a corpus

of training data needed for construction of a behavior
RNN.

2. Stochastic sampling on appropriately trained RNNs
will be incorporated into the particle filtering frame-
work. Instead of each particle having its own genera-
tive internal experience models, the particle will have a
RNN.

3. The particle RNNs will initially be seeded with random
internal symbols. They will then predict through sam-
pling the next set of physical symbols. These predicted
physical symbols will be compared with the physical
symbols of the query sequence. Likely particles will be
allowed to transition to the next iteration. In this case
transitioning involves predicting the next set of internal
symbols.

We argue that the merit of this approach revolves around
the idea that while there are a potentially infinite number of
possible behavior sequences, by and large the majority of se-
quences that will be encountered can be associated with a
relatively small number of behavior modes. Given appro-
priate training data knowledge associated with such modes
will be encapsulated by the RNNs. Success of this inference
paradigm is predicated on the ability to produce high fidelity
cognitive agent based simulators.

In terms of implementation, cognitive models have been
developed which incorporate concepts such as: charac-
ter types, internal emotions and policy driven interactions.
Methods for converting observed and generated behaviors
into symbolic sequences have been constructed. An RNN
has been trained based on symbol sequences derived from
forward simulations. Using simulated data with associated
ground truth information, it has been demonstrated that par-
ticle filtering is able to infer latent variables associated with
the cognitive models.

5. RELATION TO PRIOR WORK

A large number of papers have focused on details regarding
the extraction of socially relevant cues based on computer vi-
sion methods - see [1, 2] for a survey of such methods. To our
knowledge, the Sherlock system stands out due to the oppor-
tunistic methods used for operation in crowded environments.
Going beyond computer vision methods, there exists a wide
body of work focused on developing models for the interpre-
tation of social cues [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Adding to this
body of work, this paper focuses on the methods of inference
as opposed to specific models. Prior work with respect to the
Sherlock system itself can be found in [11, 12]. From an anal-
ysis perspective, this paper expands the concept of inference
to include semantic affects and cognitive models.
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